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Conservation mounting is strongly recommended. If a piece comes outfitted with different hanging
hardwareâ€”a sawtooth hanger or a hanging wireâ€”ILevel will replace it and quickly screw in some D-rings
instead. For more than 20 years, FrameWorks has provided professional custom framing solutions and design
services to galleries, public and private art collections, artists, businesses, hotels, and residential clients. A
frame with bravado would have been overkill. It should be synchronous with the time and the style of the
artwork. With a regular mat, the framer will cut a beveled hole in the middle of the decorative mat, then place
the artwork on top of a foam mat, which sits behind the decorative one. Pro Tip â€” Cathy Sands The frame
should complement and add to the artwork. Write about the connections between what you described in these
analyses and what you declared in the thesis statement Follow the same sequence of ideas for the second
artwork, building, artist, architect, critic, patron, etc. Preferably, the matting should be wider than the frame
image F, right. If you purchased a 18 x 18" art print, then I recommend a 22 x 22" frame with a mat.
Framebridge uses only acid-free materials for matting, and its acrylic is UV-protected to guard against sun
damage. Choose a Topic You Love Look through an art history book, slowly and leisurely. For contemporary
pieces, matts can be oversize, even to three times the size of the artwork with massive weighting on the
bottom. If you purchased a 18 x 24" art print, then I recommend a 16 x 22" frame with a mat. IKEA is also one
of my top picks for inexpensive frames, but keep in mind that their sizes aren't all American-standard. Mats
can accomplish two noteworthy things: You don't have to find an exact-size frame to fit your artwork. Take
notes. Should complement but not overpower the art. Brian always cling films the framed picture so that the
frame edges are covered when they are stacked. Completed artwork Museums tend to use art storage racks -
however these are probably not feasible within a domestic or studio context. By using the same frame, every
picture has the same outline and thus, is cleaner to the eye. I love the way the frames have been laid out in this
image. Each has variations. Writing Your Introduction Compose a thesis statement. When selecting a frame
for a piece of art or photograph, always consider whether you want the frame or art piece to be the focal point.
It demonstrates that you thought of it, but you're not going to go there. Then, "frame" your thesis. Hang in the
sun or in the shade? Touches of gold bring out gold tones used elsewhereâ€”on walls, in artwork, in floor
medallion. Obviously, you should consider an average person height, in case you are too short or too tall. This
is your only consideration. This is also typical of some back rooms in some art galleries. Use a measuring
tape. For multiple piecesâ€”like diptychs and triptychsâ€”that are meant to be read as one piece, it will be a
tighter, more cohesive story without a mat. Rather than placing the artwork behind the mat, this technique
makes the artwork seem to float slightly above the mat. Many a fine work has been devalued in this way. The
frames should all be the same color, same size or the same frame. Book your framer well in advance. For
example: if the art print measures 8x10", the actual mat opening should be 7. Optional: state that your analysis
is important in terms of understanding a larger picture but not too large. It is creative, original and elegant at
the same time. Click here for free downloads on plein air painting, atmospheric perspective, how to paint and
draw, and more!


